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■

■

President Goldenberg
honored by Fairborn
Chamber of Commerce
WSU President Kim Gold
enberg has received the top
award for Civic Excellence
from the Fairborn Chamber
of Commerce. Goldenberg
was also honored by the
Board of Greene County
Commissioners and the Ohio
Senate for his outstanding
achievement, steadfast com
mitment and humanitarian
concern. He has done work
for the Dayton Development
Coalition, the Miami Valley
Research Foundation, Dayton
Area Graduate Studies Insti
tute, Inventing Flight, the
Horizon League, the Dayton
Art Institute boards and has
served as an advisor to the
Special Wish Foundation for
Children.
■

Nobel Laureate
speaks at WSU
Phillip Sharp, Ph.D. pre
sented the Partab V. Varan
dani Memorial Lecture enti
tled "RNA Biology: Splicing
and Interference," at WSU
this past Friday. Sharp is the
founding director of the
McGovern Institute for Brain
Research at the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology
and shared the 1993 Nobel
Prize for Medicine with
Richard Roberts. Together,

Sharp and Roberts discov
ered split genes and RNA
splicing, revolutionizing the
understanding of eukaryotic
gene regulation. The lecture
honored the late Partab
Varandani, Ph.D., who was
professor and chief of
endocrinology in WSU's
Department of Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology.
■

WSU to host
statewide diversity con
ference
WSU will host its third
annual "Quest for Communi
ty: A Call to Action" confer
ence on Fri., May 9, from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Stu
dent Union. The conference
aims to bring together uni
versity students, faculty and
staff from throughout Ohio
to encourage diversity
through workshops and
media presentations. "In my
inaugural, I shared my vision
for the university to set an
example for human justice in
the community," said Kim
Goldenberg, WSU president.
"World events in the past few
years have reaffirmed my
belief that our work in this
area will become increasingly
important to our success as a
university, as a nation ad as
a global community," added
Goldenberg.

(Center) Khanh Nguyen takes part in the famous Vietnamese Conical Hat Dance
that was performed on Saturday at Asian Culture Night presented by AHNA Center.

Campus Crime .
Arson/Related offenses
April 23: Officers were dis
patched on a criminal damag
ing complaint when bullet
holes were discovered in a
hallway window on the third
floor of Hamilton Hall.
Assault
April 23: WSU police was
dispatched to investigate a
past occurred assault in Hicko
ry Hall.
April 24: Officers investigat
ed a past occurred racial
assault at the Nutter Center.
Family offenses
April 21: Officers were dis
patched to lot 20 on a com
plaint of a domestic distur
bance.

To better serve

you,
you can now order
your parking permit
on ROX!

Check it out!

rox. ri9ht.edu

Larceny/lheft
April 19: A theft of a stu
dents' Wright Patt card was
reported at the Fordham
library in the Medical Sciences
Building.
April 21: A purse was
reported stolen from the sec
ond floor of the library.
April 21: A student's keys
and ID was reported missing
from the third floor of the
library.
April 21: A wallet was
reported stolen from the third
floor of the library.
April 21: A wallet was
reported stolen from the third
floor of the library.
April 21: A wallet was
reported stolen from the third
floor of the library.
April 22: A set of keys were
reported missing from Allyn
Hall.

April 22: A wallet was
reported stolen from the gym
in the Student Union.
April 23: A parking pass
was reported stolen from a car
parked in lot 11.
April 24: A bicycle was
reported stolen from the bicy
cle rack outside the Village.
April 24: A textbook was
reported stolen from the lobby
•
of Hamilton Hall.

Public Peace offenses
April 21: A report of possi
ble harassing phone calls was
issued in conjunction with
complaints from a resident in
Oak Hall.
April 24: WSU police was
dispatched to Allyn Hall to
investigate a threatening letter
that was received by a student.
April 24: A menacing report
was filed when a verbal alter
cation resulted in lot 11.

Studio 1, 2, 3 bedrooms
5 % discount for WSU students and
faculty
~ FREE tanning booth!
~ Heated pool!
~ 24-hour Fitness Room
~ Business Center
(computer, fax, printer)

291-9958
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News

Acc usat ions of raci• sm mad e on cam pus
Unsigned note targets WSU NAACP president's views on affirmative action
Ty Swonger

Staff Writer

WSU students met this
week to discuss an anony
mous note that made accusa
tions of racism.
The note was recently
placed in the m ailbox of
George Whitfield, first floor
community advisor of the
Hawthorne Hall dormitory.
The unattributed message
addressed Whitfield's opin
ions concerning his support
for affirmative action. Whit
field's views have been pub
lished in past issue of the
Guardian.
"Someone read these arti
cles and claimed that George
Whitfield thinks that white
people are racist," Whitfield
said, addressing the group of
students that were present
for the meeting. "This is a
critical incident to me
because either someone on
this floor or someone on
another floor has a problem
4

"It is unfortunate that
people who have
issues with other peo
ple can't step up and
have a conversation
with them."
- Dr. Dan Abrahamowicz,
vice president of
Student Affairs.
with affirmative action and
with me."
The note in question read:
"Fuck you and affirmative
action. You claim white peo
ple are racist, but did you.
ever stop to think that maybe
it is you that is racist."
The author of the
unsigned handwritten note
has yet to be officially deter
mined. However, Whitfield
after speaking to residences

of the dormitory, believes he
Other students, such as
knows who wrote the note,
Sujuan Allen, a second year
but claims he will not seek
business marketing major
prosecution by university
·and resident of Hawthorne
authorities.
Hall, focused on affirmative
Affirmative action not only action and its pros and cons.
helps African Americans but
"As a minority I don't agree
also assists other minorities,
with affirmative action," she
such as women in the work
said. "It seems that affirma
force, said Whitfield. "All the
tive action is a forced pur
female politicians you see in
pose and I can't help but
our government are a direct
wonder if I got into WSU
result of affirmative action,"
because I was qualified or
he said.
because I was black or a
Whitfield, who is also the female."
president of the WSU chapter
As for the accusations that
of the NAACP, called the
he is a racist, Whitfield finds
meeting in order to spark a
them hard to believe, citing
dialogue among the residents that if he was racist why did
of the hall about race and
n't he go to a historically
affirmative action.
black college or university
Jamie Bergfeld, an early
such as Central State or
childhood education major
Wilberforce University. "I talk
was caught off guard by the
to everyone on this floor, and
note and its content. "I just
I even go into the caucasian
think it's really surprising,
students' rooms more than
because my roommate and I
the minority students," he
are two different colors and
said.
we get along so well," she
Dr. Dan Abrahamowicz,
said.
vice president of Student

George Whitfield
Affairs was disappointed by
content of the note and that
it was done anonymously. "It
is unfortunate that people
who .have issues with other
people can't step up and
have a conversation with
them," he said.

Stude nt Gove rnme nt cand idate s deba te platf orms
Valerie Lough

istrations of other
Staff writer schools to bring more
majors to WSU to meet
The six candidates for Stu the needs of new stu
dents here."
dent Government president
Hendricks and Cristino
and vice president squared
addressed
their plans to
off in a debate on Monday in
make Wright One cards
the Student-Union Atrium.
available at off-campus
Candidates Lucas Beagle
businesses.
Hendricks
and Denada Sharra, Brent
acknowledged the fear of
Hendricks and Steve Cristino
and David Williams and Holly parents that the money
deposited into student '
Short outlined their plat
accounts
would be avail
forms in a discussion that
vvas mediated by Jessica Don able for frivolous pur
ham, The Guardian editor-in- chases and stressed that
only select businesses
chief.
would
participate in the
Candidates were asked to
activat10n.
a1.:s •ss the performance of
"Our hope for that use
the current SG administra
of
Flex money is to make
tion and e plain what they
it
available
at area merthems l e would do differ
;fb
chants
like
Wendy's,
Taco
ently if elc ·tcd.
C'\
"This tudent Government Bell and Meijer," said
~
Hendricks. "We're asking
has worked a lot -.vith ROX,
-,
the merchants to pick up _ _ _ ~ ~ . . . . I i
and that's been a good
...__ _ _ _.....,
L-----!!!!!~.
...=~=~
the cost for that because
thing," said Williams.
:::,
it does benefit them.
Lucas Beagle and Denada Sharra head in the right direction as they discussed their intenWilliams explained that
J've talked to several
sions and platform policy at the student government debate on Mon. April 28.
part of his campaign plat
merchants who would be
form is to bring new majors
pose of funding student
to the campus. "A lot of peo lAilling to do that."
gle. "Unless students sup
increases should be minimal,
The debate was also a
organizations? " asked Josh
ple say other schools don't
port it, we would not."
as long as the money is used
forum for students to pose
Mooya, senior and president
want WSU to compete with
Short took a more cau
wisely." Said Short.
their own questions.
of the Black Student Union.
tious approach to the ques
them, but we're continually
Candidates were asked
"Do
you
support
tuition
"No,
we do not support
tion. "There really is no yes
growing. We need to work
See STUDENT! Page 5
increasing tuition," said Beaor no answer. Tuition
with the senators and admin- increases for the sole pur.....;..~llilili,;
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Prominent civil rights attorney to visit WSU
Conference will focus on the criminal justice system and African American males
Ty Swonger

Staff Writer

WSU will host, Morris
Dees, the co-founder of the
Southern Poverty Law Center,
a nonprofit group focusing
on lawsuits involving civil
rights violations, domestic
terrorists and racially moti
vated crimes.
Dees will be the primary
orator for "The Criminal Jus
tice System and African
American Males: A Confer
ence on Race, Crime and Jus-

tice," which will be held in
the Medical Sciences Audito
rium this Thursday from
noon to 2:30 p.m.
"We .hope students, as well
as others, come away with a
deeper understanding of the
trial system and the impact
of that system on minori
ties," said Dr. Paul Griffin,
who is the director of the
African, African American
Studies program at WSU.
According to Griffin, whe·n
dealing with the discussion
of race and the American
legal system, Dees is a top

As an engineer in
the U.S.· Air Force,

there's no telling
what you'll work on.
(Seriously, we can't tell you.)

United States Air Force applied
technology is years ahead of what
you'll touch in the private sector, and
as a new engineer you'll likely be
involved at the ground level of new and
$Ometimes classified developments.

You ' ll begin lead ing and manag ing
within this highly respected group
from day one. Find out what's waiting
behind the scenes for you in t he
Air Force today. To request more
information, call 1-800-423-USAF

or log on to airforce.com.

\.,I
•:•
U.S.AIR FORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

"We hope students, .
as well as others,
come away with a
deeper understanding
of the trial system and
the impact of that system on minorities."
- Dr. Paul Griffin,
director of African,
African American
Studies.

accredited authority. "We talk
about justice but often it is
hard to put justice into prac
tice," said Griffin. "We
believe the more understand
ing we have about the sys
tem, the more we can under
stand the impact it has had
on the African American
community."
In 1971, Dees and his law
partner, Joseph Levin Jr.
founded the Southern Pover
ty Law Center, which has suc
cessfully perused and tried
domestic terrorist, such as
the Ku Klux Klan.
The event will also include
a panel discussion featuring
Chief Judge Walter Rice of
the United States District
Court for the Southern Dis
trict of Ohio; Ramona Brock
ett, Ph.D., a criminologist and
an assistant professor of
political science at Northern
Kentucky University; and
Abdur-Rauf Rashid, an advo
cate for ex-offenders and the
author of How to Survive in
Prison. Moderating the dis
cussion will be Adele Riley,
former judge of the Mont
gomery County Common
Pleas Court.
Riley is currently a visiting
professor in the African and
African American Studies
Program, teaching in the
Department of Political Sci
ence. "This conference will
examine the disproportionate
number of African American
males in the criminal justice
system and whether racial
prejudice is a factor in their
incarceration," said Riley.
The conference is spon
sored by WSU's African and
African American Studies
Program, with support from
the Bolinga Black Cultural
Resources Center and the
College of Liberal Arts.
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U.S. officials, Iraqis conven e to
discuss new government for Iraq
Officials are
• yet to
designate a
date on
when the
.
new regime
will take
power.

by convening in the capital to
discuss how to forge a new
government for Iraq.
Meeting behind barricades
of American armor and
patrolling U.S. soldiers in bat
tle dress, about 2 50 dele
gates opened their first post
Saddam planning session in
Baghdad with a reading from
the Muslim holy book, the
Quran, then a welcome from
Retired Lt. Gen. Jay Garner,
the U.S. civil administrator
for Iraq.
There were no concrete
decisions about a new gov
ernment made at the meet
ing, and none was expected.
But there also was little acri
mony among the delegates
who represented a variety of
ethnic and religious groups:
Shiite and Sunni Muslim cler
ics, wearing traditional robes;
Kurds from the north; tribal
chiefs in Arab headdresses;
and Iraqis who fled the coun
try years ago, who wore

Carol Rosenberg and
Nancy A. Youssef
Knight Ridder Newspapers

American officials and
Iraqis marked Saddam Hus
sein's 66th birthday Monday

• From STUDENT! Page 3
how they would work with
the House of Representatives
to implement changes. Bea
gle and Sharra said they
would take advantage of the
personal relationships they
have built during the cam
paign. "We would build
strong relationships with the
House and other organiza
tions as we have done
throughout our campaign."
Said Beagle.
All candidates agreed that
SG should not immerse itself
in the organization of enter
tainment events.
"That doesn't mean that
Student Government should
n't play a role," said Hen
dricks. "I'm not necessarily
ure that Student Govern
ment should do events."
"It's going to take time,"
said William . "We aren't
here for the sole purpose of

-------~---,
www.theguardianonline.com
wvvw.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
wv.w .theguardianonlinc.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
vvW\V. theguardianonline.com
www.theguardianonline.com
WWW. theguardianonline.com
wvvw. theguardianonline.com
www. tliegqardi~monline.c;om

entertaining students."
Senior Lindsay Schoen
asked the panel for specifics
in their plans to bolster pub
lic relations geared toward
students. "That's really easy
to say. How exactly do you
plan to do that?" Schoen
said.
Beagle and Sharra said
they would do it on the
street. "A little bit of elbow
grease. A lot of personal
contact. You have to make
yourself available for stu
dents. We plan to give infor
mal luncheons with the stu
dents, similar to the Brown
Bag Seminars." Beagle said.
"This is where our Inter
net communication ties in,"
said Hendricks of his plans
for public relations. "We can
use the site to post simple
public service announce
ments."
Senior Josh Fehrman
asked the panel if student

"We know that
everybody is asking
for some kind of
government. It wil
take time."
- Safar Maroof,
leader of the Iraqi
Democratic Party
Western business suits.
Notably absent were the
two main Kurdish political
parties, the Patriotic Union of
Kurdistan and the Kurdish
Democratic Party, an absence
U.S. officials said was
because of "logistical prob
lems."
Also missing were the
Iraqi Communist Party and
the Islamic Dawa Party.
But officials from the
apathy had to do with the
possibility that they have no
complaints and therefore
don't feel the need to involve
the SG.
"The quality of life here at
WSU is better now than it
was when I was a freshman,"
said Hendricks. "The key to
getting things done with the
administration is through
advisors. If you get the ear
of the advisors, they make
calls to the administration
and that betters your chance
of getting a meeting with
them."
Williams and Short point
ed to the working relation
ships that they've established
with senior campus officials
as part of their qualifications
for president and vice presi
dent. "Through our contacts,
we can take the needs of the
students up to a higher
level." Williams said.

Visit the...

U.S. Air Force Museum
Open 7 days a week (9am .. 5pm)

Over 300 Aire.raft & Missiles
Plus visit the Museum's
MAX€ Theatre
(937) 253- MAX

Outside Dayton, Ohio - Home of the Wright Brothers
,
I

(937) 255-3286 for Museum Info or www.afmuseum.com

Supreme Council of the
Islamic Revolution in Iraq, an
Iran-based group of Shiite
Muslim exiles, did attend.
The council had refused to
attend a similar meeting held
earlier this month near
Nasariyah.
There also was no word
from U.S. officials on when a
government might be
formed. Iraqis present
acknowledged that such a
government might not hap
pen quickly. They agreed to
meet again in four weeks for
further discussions.
"We know that everybody
is asking for some kind of
government," said Safar
Maroof, the leader of the
newly created Iraqi Democra
tic Party. "It will take time."
In Washington, a senior
administration official said
President Bush is expected to
appoint a former State
Department official to take
charge of the parallel U.S.-led

Get fit. Get paid.

efforts to rebuild Iraq and to
fashion a new Iraqi govern
ment.
The new appointee, L. Paul
Bremer, will oversee both
Garner, who is responsible
for rebuilding Iraqi infra
structure, and Zalmay
Khalilzad, the National Secu
rity Council official who's
overseeing the effort to craft
a new political system for
Iraq.
Bremer, a veteran diplo
mat who is known as Jerry, is
chairman of a Washington,
D.C.-based risk assessment
firm. His appointment would
be a victory for Secretary of
State Colin Powell in the see
saw battle between the State
and Defense departments
over U.S. policy in postwar
Iraq and might spell a cool
ing toward Iraqi exile leader
Ahmed Chalabi, considered a
favorite of some Pentagon
officials.

Fec:Ex
G... ~'"'·

For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx Ground,
it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding,
but the rewards are big. Come join our team,
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break
a sweat with the nati<:>n's package delivery leader.
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older

•
•
•
•

Must be able to lift 50 lbs .
Ability to load, unload, and sort packages
Part-time, 5--day week
$8 .50-9 .00/hr. to start, scheduled raises

Qualified Candidates apply in person at:
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights, OH 45424
Women and Minorities are encouraged to apply

EOE/AA
Fedex.com/us/careers

•OPEN AIR PATIO

• 4 LARGE TV'S
• AWARD W NING
E.lllS
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University Staff Council formed at WSU
Council could play important role m implementing changes for the university
Jocelyn Hodson
Volunteer writer

Ten WSU staff members
were recently selected to
form the new University
Staff Council at WSU. The
council has been formed to
bridge the gap between WSU
staff and administrators.
"It is a big step toward
improving communication

"It is a big step ·
toward improving
communication
between the staff
and the
administration."
- Donna Curtin,
administrative
secretary and council
member.

between the staff and the
administration," said Donna
Curtin, administrative secre
tary and council member.
The council will hold regular
meetings throughout the
school year to discuss cur
rent issues and concerns.
The meetings are attended
by the ten council members,
administration members
with knowledge pertaining to
the topics on the meeting
agenda, and Associate
Provost Bill Rickert. Rickert
serves as the meeting con
vener. While there is no des
ignated leader of the council,
Rickert oversees the meet
ings and develops the agen
da based on input from the
staff.
The first meeting was held
on March 12. The topics dis
cussed in the first meeting
included the capital plan and
weather related university
closings. "Some of the rec
ommendations that came out
of the first meeting we had
are probably going to change
the policy on closing the uni-
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concern, the council will also
receive updates on events
occurring at the university;
including campus construction and building modifica
tions. "It's interesting to see
what's happening with the •
updates at the university,"
said Stamps.
"This is a trial year for the
council," said Donna Totten,
council member and administrative assistant of Business and Fiscal Affairs. The
council plans to meet four to
five times a year.

University Staff Council's first meeting brought the uni
versity closing and delay policy under consideration.
versity for snow," said Rick
ert. After this winter's
weather, there has been a
heightened concern on both
the staff and the administra
tion's behalf in regards to
how the university should
handle closings and delays.
"It was a very successful
meeting," said Micki Stamps,
administrative secretary and
council member.
The council plans to meet

in May to discuss, among
other issues, the university
budget. Although the date
has not yet been decided for
the next meeting, Rickert
plans to have Matthew Fil
ipic, vice president of Busi
ness and Fiscal Affairs, and
Keith Ralston, associate vice
president of Budget Planning
and Resource Analysis
attend the meeting.
In addition to topics of

Members of the
University Staff Council:

Jeff Bowman
Linda Dunbar
Donna Curtin
Patti Manning
Mike O'Neal
Micki Stamps
Daisy Steiger
Donna Totten
Carol Vuckovich

Monday May 5
Movie: "The Quiet Storm"
12 pm Women's Center 148 Millett

Tuesday May 6

Information Tables 12:30-4:30 pm @The Hangar

Movies: "Survivor Interviews" &
"Perpetrator Interviews"

Dr. Will Keim
Leadership & Responsibility Presentation

12 pm Women's Center 148 Millett

7 pm Medical Sciences Auditorium

Information Tables 12:30-4:30 pm @The Hangar

Sarah Mahr
Date Rape & Art Presentation

Wednesday May 7
Information Tables 12:30-4:30 pm@The Hangar

· 7 pm SU Atrium

Take Back the Night March
8 pm Forest Lane Community Center
(Sign Making at 7 pm)

Real Man Forum
8 pm Forest Lane Community Center

~

Thursday May 8
Self-Defense Class

·

5 pm SU Multi-purpose Room
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Wright State business students place
atnong elite in national cotnpetition
Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor

I

WSU students, represent
ing the Raj Soin College of
Business, traveled to Orlando,
Florida to compete in the
Society for the Advancement
of Management's Nineteenth
Annual Case Competition.
The SAM team analyzed a
case titled "Palm
Computing,lnc. 2002-How to
Survive in the Crowded PDA
Market?"
The teams were aided by
Lisa Crawford, instructor of
management. Crawford has
been working with the team
since December to prepare
for the 29 team competition.
A team of graduate stu
dents, as well as a team of
undergraduates competed,
placing first and second
respectively. "This is an
unprecedented accomplish
ment for Wright State Univer
sity. The College of Business
is teaching the concepts that
# are critical and essential for
success in the business world
and by earning these two
awards, the students dis
played their. knowledge and
retention of business con
cepts while being competi
tive, much like in the real

''This is an
unprecedented
accomplishment for
Wright State University.
The College of
Business is teaching
the concepts that are
critical and essential for
success in the business
world."
-Lisa Crawford,
instructor of
management

First-place team
*
*
*

Troy Lindo, Accountancy ·
·
Jesse Maleszewski, Marketing
Marguerite Quijas, Arplied Behavioral
Science:lnternationa & Comparative Politics

Second-place team

Chad Creviston, Management and HR
Management
* Josepll Drayer, Business Economics
* Jon Gauder, Marketing
*

* undergraduate

world," said Crawford.
Students were selected for
the competition based on a
variety of criteria according
to Crawford. "I looked for a
variety of skill sets including:
analytical skills, excellent ver
bal communication skills,
ability to problem solve, abili
ty to respond to questions
and represent issues well,
overall business knowledge
and ability to apply learned
knowledge," said Crawford.
After the selection process
the teams spent about five
months in preparation for
the event. "Once the teams
were established, the teams

worked on analyzing sample
cases, presentation skills,
professional presentations,
communication skills, video
taping themselves, studying
others' videotapes, etc.," said
Crawford. "I wanted the
teams to have a great experi
ence competing with some of
the best colleges in the coun
try and be able to hold their
own in the competition. They
clearly exceeded in this com
petition," said Crawford.
"I truly loved my experi
ences and would recommend
to anyone with interest in it
to apply for it next year.
There is a great deal of tradi-

At Plato's Closet® we carry the best
in gently used brand name apparel
and accessories. We've got great
stuff
from
GAP, J. CREW,
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH, GUESS,
CK, DR. MARTENS, LUCKY
BRAND, EXPRESS, AMERICAN
EAGLE, TOMMY HILA.G ER, OLD

NAVY..
FUBU,
PHATFARM,
fCEBURG, P9LO, and more - all
at unbelievable prices! At Plato's
Closet it's easy to save money and
look cool at the same time. Check
us out!

PLAT

'S

CL.SET.

Brand Name Teen Wear"·
Store Hours: Monday thru Saturday ... 10 a.m. to 8

p.m.

Sunday ... No-on to 5 p.m.

Your design or mine!

BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY

tion that we created
and will be passing on
as a group. I would
love to do it again,"
said Joseph Drayer,
Business Economics
major and member of
the undergraduate
team.
"I've interviewed
with a business con
sulting firm for
employment after
graduation and I think
our team's perform
ance at the business
case competition has Chad Creviston
really enhanced my
creditability to them as
leading producer of PDA's,
a candidate," said Chad
that is seeking business solu
Creviston, Management and
tions for competing with the
Human Resources Manage
Microsoft Corporation
ment major.
according to Creviston.
The Palm Pilot case was
based on the real company, a

Beavercreek
2476 Commons Blvd
off N. Fairfield next to
· Golden Corral
937-427-5224

Centerville
101 E. Alex Bell Rd.
In Cross Pointe Center
937-312-9321
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1
I
I
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WS U stu den t
Dan Brock
News editor

WSU student, Josh Szarek,
was recently awarded the
ROTC's George C. Marshall
award. The Marshall Award is
given annually to the most
outstanding cadet at each
university across the nation
where Army ROTC is offered.
Szarek received the award
at a seminar in Virginia,
where award winners from

across the nation were given
the opportunity to discuss a
broad range of national secu
rity issues.
The overall theme for the
event was the transformat ion·
of the internationa l security
environmen t and the role of
the U.S. Military. The threat
of global terrorism and
homeland security was also
discussed in some detail.
"Cadets participated in
roundtable discussions on

•

Wll lS
current issues surrounding
the world with a leader, usu
ally with an academic, mili
tary or diplomatic back
ground," said Szarek. "I think
the award provides an indi
vidual with more knowledge
about the Army by having the
opportunity to interact and
consult with prominent lead
ers and fellow cadets about
issues facing our great coun
try."

Potential candidates for

ROTC award
the Marshall award are evalu
ated in their overall contribu
tions to the university and
the ROTC. "Individuals arc
selected based from the SAL
scholar, athlete and leader. I
think this criterion chooses a
well-rounde d person to rep
resent his or her sthool,"
said Szarek.
Szarek is a student in the
College of Engineering with a
GPA of 3.6. He is also the
vice president of the Phi

ATTENTION WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
AFTER MAY DAZE ACTIVITIES
Friday, May 2, 2003
Your cooperation will be extremely helpful to law enforcement personnel.

Historically, the May Daze celebration carries over into an evening of social gather
ings at Wright State University. While Wright State University and the Wright State Uni
versity Department of Public Safety want the students to enjoy their college experience,
we need students to exercise good judgement and self-control if consuming alcoholic
beverages during "After May Daze Activities". Our goal is for everyone to be safe with
out any incidents of accident or injury that would require Police or Medical attention.
If you are a resident or non-resident student and are having a party, YOU ARE
RESPON SIBLE for the conduct of all persons attending your party. The State of Ohio
places the responsibility on the tenant for allowing underage participants to possess or
consume alcohol on tenant's premises. Remember that you and your guests must be
21 years of age in order to purchase, possess or consume alcohol in the State of Ohio.
Additionally, alcoholic beverages are not allowed in the residence halls or apartments
unless you and your guests are 21 years of age. Parking will be restricted to College
Park residents at the College Park parking lots.
As always, alcohol will not be permitted in any public place or public right of way.
When walking outdoors, it is essential to carry your cup upside down.
Driving Under the Influence of alcohol is illegal.

Alcoholic beverages distort perception. It is extremely dangerous to drive while
under the influence of alcohol. Driving under the influence of alcohol may cause you or
a friend to be involved in a vehicle accident resulting in incarceration, serious injury or
death. We will have many staff from various jurisdictions on duty Friday, May 3, 2002 to
ensure your safety and well-being. As part of our efforts, we will also enforce Driving
Under the Influence and Disorderly Conduct by Intoxication violations.
While making arrests is not our goal or objective, there were 15 arrests made last
year during the May Daze and After May Daze events. Please exercise good judge
ment and responsible conduct. Irresponsible conduct may have very serious results!
On behalf of the Wright State University Department of Public Safety, we thank you in advance
for your cooperation! .
·
HAVE A SAFE MAY DAZE!
(Paid advertisement By Student Life)

Joshua Szarek
Kappa Tau fraternity at W U.
Szarek plans to graduate
from WSU this June. "After
graduation, I will report
down to Fort B nning, Geor
gia, for an Infantry Officer
Basic Course for more train
ing. Following completion of
that course, I will also attend
Ranger school in Georgia.

"I think the award pro
vides an individual
with more knowledge
about the Army by
having the opportunity
to interact and consult
with prominent lead
ers and fellow cadets
about issues facin~
our great country.'
- Josh Szarek, '
winner of the
George C. Marshall
ROTC Award.

After the completion of
his training, Szarek hopes to
be assigned to the 101st Air
borne in Fort Campbell, Ken
tucky.
According to Szarek, par
ticipation in the ROTC can
facilitate success for stu
dents. "ROTC is a college
elective that teaches the deci
sion-making process, man
agement skills, leadership
and discipline that will
enhance the student's future
success in either a military or
a civilian career."
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The Weekly Cros swo rd Edited by Wayne Robe rt Williams
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ACROSS
Sugar source
Brenner Pass range
Tea from India
Western state
Spike or brad
"My Dinner with
Andre" director
Type of student
German sub
Chemical compou nd
"__ Place"
If all __ fails ...
"...they shall __ the
whirlwind"
"Lost Horizon" direc
tor
Cover the tab
Spree
March follower
Bridge seat
Verbal subtlety
Highlanders
Superlative ending
Lake in the Sierra
Nevada
Perry's penner
BJGregoryL PQI
mater
San
PA
Skins
13
·
Dole
(out)
52
Evening in Roma
R-V hookup
18
Models
of perfecti on
53
Tied
Alaskan tongue
22
Part of QED
54
Polluted haze
"A Delicate Balance"
24
"Remington __ "
56
Self-satisfied
playwright
25
"In Praise of Folly"
57
Europe an eagle
College pad
writer
58
Winter Palace ruler
Plant starter
27
Parakee
t
cells
5
9
Impure layer
Visionary woman
Separat ed
28
62
Beat a retreat
Clicks the default
Popular
29
piano piece
63
Coach Parsegh ian
button
Provoke
30
Now available, a collecti on of
French spa of note
All one's assets
32
your favorite Sunday cross
Howard and Marion,
34
Battery electrod e
word puzzles in a single vol
to the Fonz
Gander group
35
ume. Send $9.45 to THE
Oscar de la __
Peacock's pride
38
NEWSPAPER CROSSWORDS, P
Something shared
Swappe
41
d
0 Box 4410, Chicago, IL
Two-toed sloth
Charity
43
60680-4
410. Include your
67
Chilean range
Sports venues
46
name, address and zip code.
68
Pesky bug
49
Speak grandly
Make checks payable to Tri
69
Pathoge n
Directo r Lubitsch
51
bune Media Services.
DOWN
Shrubbe ry
Jazz singer James
British noble
Language of Bangkok
Cherub
-de-dah
Racetrack stop
~NTOP PORTI JNmES AVAIL ABLE
Shut with force
APPLYWITHIN
WAITRESS, HOSTESS, AND KITCHEN POSmONS
Charm
Native-born Israeli
(937) 890-0467
6851 Mille r Lane
Beach Boys hit
Dayto
n, OH 45414
Woeful lament
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TO BY 'S TA VE RN
NO COVER CHARGE!
Tuesday--Kareokew/ AII-Mght.yTodd!
Thursda - Tim Arnold & Friends.
Enjoy t e Blu~s all night!
Digital Record1ng
Saturday- LIVE BANDS

Blues am o ed by
Billy Coldiron
Daytons Biggest & Best
Pool Table, Jukebo x, arcade games , ATM availab le
3601 Unden Ave., Dayton • 256-76 95
www.t obysta vern.c om
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This weeks question:
Do you think that the SG
candidates will live up to their
campaign promises?

Last Weeks Puzzl e Solved
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Come Home to
WRIGHT STATE UNIVE RSITY

lake Campus this Summ er!
Let the Lake Campus help you
MAXIM IZE your summer!
At the Lake Campus, you can pick up a whole
year of Spanish in just 10 weeks.
Or, you can take gen eds or prereqs , transfer
them back to your school, and be on EASY street in the
fall. Or, take Canoeing as a phys ed and tell your
friends that you spent the summer on the lake!
Call 1-800-237-1477 for our short Non-Degree
application form or get it online. Write on the application
that you are applying in response to this ad, and we'll
waive your application fee. Tuition is $117 per credit
hour.
Summer Terms "A" and "C" begm June 16.
"B" Term begins July 21. Registration in progress!
Wright State University-Lake Campus
7600 State Route 703 · Celina, Ohio 45822-2952

www.wright.edu/lake
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·Tru th .Be Told

S id e w a lk d a m a g e on ca m p u s

Moha med AI-Hamdani

Opinion Editor
As I walk throug h our nice
lookin g campu s, I realize
how much sidewa lk chalkin g
has taken place the past few
weeks. Everyt hing from elec
tions, to groups meetin gs
and someth ing about a guy
named Neo wantin g you to
agree with him, and it hits
me. These people are damag 
ing the sidewa lks.
Think about it, all that
good chalk going to waste
and the good people of
ground s mainte nance having
to clean that stuff off, such a
waste. How many of you

actuall y do the things they
chalk down. I know what
some of you are thinkin g
right now. I bet you're saying
to yourse lf "didn't Moham ed
run in the electio ns last year,
and didn't he chalk too?"
Unfort unately , the answer is
yes, but hey, we all make
mistak es.
I have a few ideas for the
people who are chalkin g,
instead of lying to us about
all the things that you say
you want to do, knowin g
darn well you wont be able to
do any of them, why don't
you just tell us the truth. You
can start by changi ng the
messag e from "vote for me"

to "help me get paid for
get elected go in with these
slackin g off", or you can
huge goals thinkin g they can
change the messag e from "I
make a differe nce. Unfort u
will work for commu ters and
nately, when reality strikes ,
residen ts" to "I will make
they realize they have no
sure my friends get in too",
power to accom plish any
finally they should change
thing.
the messag e from "do you
Here is my advice to who
agree with Neo" to "do you
ever is going to be the next
agree with Mo" or "who the
SG preside nt/vice preside nt,
hell cares" .
don't aim for the stars,
I know I'm being a little
becaus e when you miss
too sarcast ic, but like one of
you're not goinj! to land on
the nice letters I got last
the moon. Inst~ _j you're
week stated, what has anyone going
to land on the sun and
done lately. It might not be
burn, so be careful . Work for
the Studen t Govern ment's
the studen ts interes t, not
faults at all, and I actuall y do
Wright State Inc. Remem ber
believe that. The proble m is
that the studen ts want to be
that most of the people that
involve d, they just have noth-

ing to ignite th m. Have a
boycot t or march or even a
riot for God' ake, but just
do someth ing to let the
admini stratio n know that you
are alive.
Now on to more import ant
things. Is Neo a real person ,
or is he a figmen t of ome
one's imagin ation, and if it is
a figmen t of someo ne's imag
ination , I would like to meet
that nut case. Please don't
get offend ed, but you have to
admit that the Neo believe rs
went a little crazy with the
chalkin g and flyers. I mean,
where did they find all the
time to do all of that stuff?
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De ar Gu ard ian sta ff
- Mindy Cooper

date. These bands were con
Nick Nye
tacted by that venue, not by
Union Actlvies Board each other. The website that
Advisor and was referred to lists one
Concerts chair band's upcoming show and a
list of other bands playing at
We are writing this letter in that show. This certainly
response to the unsigned staff does not constitute calling
them friends.
editorial in last week issue of
Secondly, we did not
The Guardian concerning the
Union Activities Board's Battle choose bands to fit a particu
lar audience or our personal
of the Bands. We are very
tastes. We are not sure exact
unhappy with the non-factual
ly how The Guardian staff
and non-researc hed com
would lmow the individual
ments. Not a single question
tastes of the members of our
was asked to any person in
organization , but we can
our organization concerning
assure they are vastly differ
the statements made.
ent. Furthermore , had you
First and foremost not all,
recalled correctly, we paid for
of the bands were Christian
an advertiseme nt in your
rock although one of them,
paper for bands and listed no
Faded Me, certainly was.
particular genre.
Hands of Karma is a rap
We received eight bands as
metal band, Oracle is pop
applicants and an outside
rock and Penitence is alterna
committee selected the bands
tive rock.
that would participate. When
At the time that these
your editorial referred to
)ands participated in BOB,
bands of different genres
- they had never played a show
being overlooked, it was no
together. Two of the bands
doubt referring to the band of
are scheduled to play at a
one of your staff members
venue outside WSU at a later

that had participated in the
battle for the past two years
and was this year not select
ed. Since no question was
asked to us about who
applied, this could be the only
applicant that you know. This
band's style is not drastically
different from those who par
ticipated as you impUed.
Third, your comments
about our expenses for Pro
ject 86 couldn't have been
more wrong. We in fact paid
not a single travel expense for
them or a lodging fee. We
paid for performanc e and din
ner.
Fourth, given that only
three members of your staff
attended the event; one of
them arriving near the ,end of
the first bands performance ,
the other two after the entire
battle had ended and right
before Project 86 went on, we
fail to see how you as a staff
could form an opinion on this
event, let alone print one so
full of non-factuall y based
statements.

Disa gree men ts wit h a dvertising
C. Douglas Uptegraft
Graduate Student
In a recent issue of The
Guardian, the back cover page

displayed a full-page adver
tisement that mildly alarmed
me. I had previously seen
chalk markings, asking clan
destinely if I agreed with Neo,
along virtually every inch of
campus sidewalk. The mysteri
ous fliers on various bulletin
boards around the school
piqued personal interest fur
th r. My initial assumption
involved advertising for a cer
tain cinematic sequel, soon to
appear.
Then, while meandering
under Rike Hall, I found a
-- posting that assured me how
incorrect my guess was. Imag
ine my surprise at seeing the
self-same article gracing the
full back page of our universi
ty's newspaper!
The pursuit of spirituality
i~ a vital part of the matura
tion process for most young
adults. However, considering
that this newspaper derives
parts of its funding from the
State and that this university
is State-funded as well, I do
not believe The Guardian was

acting responsibly in running
diverse number of spiritual
this obviously religious adver
roads are completely ignored.
tisement.
If The Guardian wishes to
Yes, the students of Wright
become involved in promoting
State University have the right
the religious interests of its
to practice whatever form of
entire readership, it needs to
spirituality they choose, even
drop the favorable bias
if it is not to follow any reli
towards a single methodolog y
gious philosophy at all; I have
and give equal space to all
no qualms with individuals liv religions.
ing as they see fit to live. Did
The Guardian really need to
run this Martin-Luther-esque
document, a declaration of
dogma complete with a dozen
generally tautological state
ments of belief? Did the news
paper serve its readers by
doing so?
The Guardian for a number
of years has been neglecting
the religious and spiritual val
ues of its readers, adding to a
widely held misconcepti on
that Christianity is the one
and only path followed by stu
dents and faculty of this uni
versity. A quick glance
through the Community Cal
endar is all one requires to see
the bias. The various Christian
groups, organization s, and on
campus ministries get blurbs
in virtually every issue. Mean
while, fledgling and existing
student groups representing a . . ._ _..
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Puppet lead ers in Iraq
Geoffrey Dobbins
Freshman
Mechanical Engineering
Many of the things I am
seeing from Americans
regarding Iraq are pretty dis
turbing. We say disgusting
things like "Those Iraqis
have no sense of morals or
class," when we see people
looting in Baghdad. They
have no government there!
That's what happens when
you introduce chaos, any
where in the world. When
people think police officers
are mistreating people here
in the USA there are riots
and looting too. (Have we
already forgotten what hap
pened in L.A. after the Rod
ney King verdict or even in
Cincinnati a couple of years
ago?)
Maybe we should be
pointing our accusing fingers
elsewhere. We were the ones
that walked all over interna
tional law and unjustly threw
chaos and violence on the
Iraqi people. Lawlessness
breeds more lawlessness .
In some ways, yes this war
was carried out in a very
humane way when compared
to other wars. It isn't every
day that you see a battle
hardened soldier with a
semi-autom atic weapon
hanging on his neck giving
food and medicine to chil
dren. But despite the fairly
good job our soldiers have
done, the politicians in
charge of the war have made

a mockery of themselves by
claiming their actions are
just and merciful. The causes
that we said we were fighting
this war for and how we are
doing things afterward are
not adding up. We devote a
whole lot of troops and
resources to protecting the
oil fields in Iraq, but we
leave hospitals, schools and
museums full of priceless
pieces of history and culture
unguarded.
Being so ambivalent about
a city that means so much to
Arabs culturally like Baghdad
is like spitting upon the
whole of their culture. And
we say this is about helping
Iraqis and not about oil? I'm
not buying it, and if you're
smart you shouldn't either.
The people we are putting in
charge of Iraq for the provi
sional government s, like
Tommy Franks of the U.S.
military men and people
from out side of Iraq.
Instead of trying to just
let Iraqis vote for a leader
when things calm down, we
are being really quick to
appoint puppet leaders that
will do our bidding. Our
pentagons pick for the new
leader of Iraq, Ahmed Chal
abi, is an opportunist ic busi
ness man who was convicted
of bank fraud in Jordan.
And we say this is about
democracy and self-determi 
nation in Iraq, rather than
increasing our own national
pride and power. I'm not
buying that either.
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Scene
How you can Make Every Girl Want You
Girl Perspective
Krystle Barger
Features Editor
In a society filled with self-help
books on dieting, parenting and speak
ing, a new book enters the market that
has the potential to raise eyebrows
and redefine the self-help book indus
try.

Two authors, Steve Reil and John
Fate, literally unknown in the book
industry, wrote Make Every Girl Want
You. They compensate this by being
as provocative as society will allow
before banning their book.
"No one has ever heard of us so we
really had to do something that would
get us noticed," said Steve Reil.
Thus far, they have achieved what
they set out do to, while following
their own advice along the way.
This book describes ways to meet
women. All of the tactics seem simple
and straight forward enough to work
in real-world situations. Unfortunate
ly, all the kind gestures and phrases
they suggest are simply a mean to an
·end; sex. Without the emphasis on
sex, the book would be about teaching
men how to be more interesting on
dates and how to have more meaning
ful relationships.
That book has been written many
times over; none have focused on
"how to have sex with hot girls with
out even dating them." That is what
makes this book a dangerous addition
to the book industry and society.
A good portion of men already see
talking and dating women as the
appropriate steps leading to sex. To

publish a book on essen
tially how to be a player is
a negative influence on socie
ty.
The author mentioned
that the book is for
fun and no harm
can be done, but
by promoting
casual sex, they
are promoting
sexually
transmitted
diseases
and
unplanned
pregnancies which
society has
worked for
years to edu
cate and stop.
When asked if
they thought
women would make
up any portion of
their sales, Steve
said, "of course,
women often make
up the majority of
book sales. They'll
buy them as gifts
for friends and family." The actual data
percentage of how
many women buy
their books was
unavailable. Would
women really purchase a
book for close male
friends?
To suggest that
women make up a
noticeable figure in
their book sales is
wishful thinking in an
age where women
:value honesty and
straightforwardness. To
suggest that women
want to be played by men
is pure nonsense.
The book is mildly pop
ular among the 18-25 year
old age group, but is lacking
in every other category of
readers.
John Fate and Steve Reil
consider themselves two
normal guys that sleep
with numerous beautiful
women. They both practiced
what they preached until they
fell into monogamous relation
ships. Are their relationships
the ultimate score according to
the rules of CCR: Compliments,
Compassion and Reassurance or
do women still have the upper
hand in the game in which they
simply fell victim to?

Boy Perspective
By Jon Burns
Feature Writer

Most guys are simple girls, beer, sports,
sleep and food. And
though the last
items on this list
come to us as
naturally as
breathing,
sometimes
"getting the
girl" can
prove to
define
the word
struggle.
Well, not
any more.
Men, the days
of the cave
man hunt are
over. Shea the your
clubs and tunics. It
is time to be civi
lized. It is time to Make Every
Girl Want You.

John Fate and Steve Reil
have authored the newest
testament to the well-man
nered, courteous pursuit of
women. Within this book
you will find tactful, sensi
tive advice that will aid you
in your quest. And lots of
this stuff even makes sense,
too.
Make Every Girl Want You

is designed to motivate you;
it is designed to stop your
knuckles from dragging on
the pavement. The plan
behind Make Every Girl is
a simple, three part
acronym: CCR: Compli
ments, Compassion and
Reassurance.
These three steps,
according to Fate and
Reil, "will teach you
how to provide the
women you meet with
what they desire: emo
tional support and •
reassurance. In return
they will reward you
with love and sex."
That's right fellas,
the reward is sex.
But filling your
bed is not the only
benefit of being a
man of CCR. Fate
and Reil will teach
you where to meet
women, how to approach them,
how to get a phone number and
what to do on a first date. More
importantly, you will learn what

women are looking for in a rela
tionship, and what makes women
want to be physical with men.
But don't get the impression
that this.book is just a way to add
notches to the ol' bedpost. Make
Every Girl Want You is a lesson in
becoming an honestly sincere per
son, the kind of person that is in
tune with members of the oppo
site sex. "Most Guys," Fate and
Reil state, "instinctively listen to
girls more if they are attracted to
them." "What you need to learn to
do," they continue, "is learn to lis
ten to all girls, and let them get
their problems out into the open."
Women aren't looking for an
abundance of input; they just
want men to listen, and be reas
suring.
Yet, the usefulness of this
advice extends beyond the realm
of the single guy. "In relation
ships," the authors say, "women
can drive men insane with a con
stant need for attention."
What men need to do is look
for opportunities to reassure the
women that they are with, and
genuinely start caring about
women's problems.
Fate and Reil claim that they
are "not telling you to fabricate
compliments and act like you care
abou_t wome:q," They want you to
learn to love giving your \voman
compliments, to learn to love giv
ing them reassurance. Then they
will learn to love giving them
selves to you.
There is nothing egotistical
about this. Everyone knows that
the game has it rules and strate
gies. Some work better than oth
ers; some don't work at all. Fate
and Reil want to give you an
unfa.;.r advantage. The tools within
Make Ev1:.-ry Woman Want You are
your disposal twenty-four hours a
day, and according to the authors,
"what you find in this book will
amaze you."
John Fate and Steve Reil have
taught thousands of men how to
meet more women, and how to
have more sex. They want to teach
you how to avoid the nervousness
of asking girls out, and how rid
yourself of awkward first dates.
You will become the friend that
"she sleeps with when she's lone
ly, that she sleeps with after a
break-up and that she sleeps with
when she's horny."
You will become "the guy."
And as for me, I think its time for
a little CCR, and I'm not talking
Creedence Clearwater Revival.
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CASA gear s up for Sexu al Assa ult Awa rene ss Wee k
By Justin Ling

Staff Writer
Wright State University's
Coalition Against Sexual
Assault (CASA) is gearing up
for its ninth annual Sexual
Assault Awareness Week
(SAAW) that starts Mon., May
5 and runs through Thurs. of
that week.
As a productive organiza
tion, CASA is a group of stu
dents, staff and faculty who
through increased education
and awareness are making
concerted efforts in address
ing the issues surrounding of

•

sexual assault and the lasting
consequenc es.
"Casa has been around
since '94," says CASA com
mittee chair Toyette Sullivan.
"The organizatio n formed to
educate and promote educa
tion and prevention of sexual
assault."
"Most of our work deals
with Sexual Assault Aware
ness Week," she adds. May 58 will be a week full of events
here on campus that promote
education and awareness of
sexual violence.
"We're going to have infor-

mation tables where we're
giving out packets of infor
mation about the week's
activities and also about sex
ual assault in general," states
Sullivan. Included will be "a
lot of information for women
and men as far as being help
ful to survivor and being able
to prevent sexual assault
from happening."
Monday's event features
the showing of a movie The
Quiet Storm and, in coordina
tion with the Greeks here at
WSU, a presentation al speech
by Will Keim.

Tuesday there will be two
movies, Survivor Interviews
and Perpetrator Interviews
shown in the Women's Center
in Millet. And at 7 PM in the
Student Union atrium there
will be a a special speech
from Sarah Mahr, "a student
from Ohio State who was
date raprd," says Sullivan.
"She is going to talk about
her experience." Also, her art
work will be on display all
week in the Women's Center
On Wednesday, she notes,
"we have our traditional 'take
back the night' march. While

the women involved partici
pate in a march on campus,
them men will attend a
forum "about sexual assault
and how it effects men," she
says.
And to close out the week,
there will be a self-defense
class at 5 PM in the multipur
pose room in the Student
Union.
Throughout the week,
there will be tables with
information available to
everyone on in front of The
Hangar during the afternoon.

Miss Blac k Wrig ht State Univ ersit y Page ant retur ns to camp us

By Justin Ling

Staff Writer
May 27th marks the 10th
annual Miss Black Wright
State University Pageant, an
event where a candidate is
crowned for representin g
positive images for African
American women.
"They've got to practice
for the pageant," insists BSU
president Joshua Mooya. He
of course is referring to the
five candidates and their
arduous biweekly practices.
"[The practices] are every
week on Tuesdays and
. .fhursdays and they will
pick up as the pageant
approaches ," explains pag
eant coordinator and former
Miss Black Wright State run
ner-up Melonese Yargrough.
"They last about two hours."
The pageant has not been
in effect for the past few
years, but the current coor
dinators and the Black Stu
dent Union are getting the
event back in gear for 2003.
"The former Miss Black
Wright State was supposed
to put the next pageant on,
And when she got started
on it, she didn't allocate her
t' e in a good fashion, so
she ran out of time,"
explains Mooya.
"The first pageant was in
y of 1990," says
rbrough. "It started out as
an event that was just to
bring together African
American students on cam
pus." In more recent years,
the event has taken on a
• more community focal point

in that it seeks both funding
and active participatio n
from the Dayton public.
The candidates are
responsible not only for
their performanc es for the
pageant, but also for fund
ing the event. To do this,
the girls sell ads around the
community . The incentive
lies in the award, says
Mooya, "A portion of the
money they raise. goes back
to them, toward their per
sonal scholarship , and the
more she sells, the higher
the percentages go up."
The five contestants this
year are as follows: Yolanda
Miller, Tomika Rodriguez,
Andrea Bolds, Francine
Smith and Nina Scroggins.
To be a contestant each of
the girls had to obtain a let
ter of recommend ation from
an organizatio n they wish to
represent. Organizatio ns
such as the BSU and
Women's Studies will be rep
resented on that night.
The contestant named
Miss Black Wright State will
be responsible not only for
coordinatin g next year's
pageant with the BSU but
also must put on two educa
tional events and make
appearance s at several
events as she, as Yarbrough
puts it, "basically represents
black women, or black men,
or everybody on the cam
pus."
It is therefore of utmost
importance she adds that
"they need to really be
involved in the community ,

the other half is given when

"We're building upon
she completes the pageant
the legacy, keeping on
in the following year. The
the tradition ..."
runner up also receives
Melonese Yargrough, $500 in scholarship . The
pageant coordinator BSU has funds allocated in
they have to be well round
ed acaderr.._i_cally, real articu
late, and good with people."
As a prize, the winner of the
pageant will receive a $1000
scholarship . $ 500 is award
ed when she is crowned and

its budget to finance the
prize, but the event is fund
ed through the girls.
The theme of the pageant
this year is "Building Upon
the Legacy; Past, Present and
Future."
"We're building upon the
legacy, keeping on the tradi.
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tion, but we're also trying to
make these girls strong
enough to be able to teach
the girls in our future,"said
Yarbrough.
Held on May 27th in the
Multipurpo se room, the Miss
Black Wright State Pageant
will consist of scenes that
incorporate talent, sheer wit
and various types of fash
ion. Tickets are $3 at the
door.
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Dainone's debut: Froin the Attic
Justin Ling

Staff Writer
Out from the skate parks
and high school drama of
Boston, Mass., May 6 brings
the debut album release of
the newest breakthrough
bunch of Weezer's offspring,
Damone.
Damone is a group of kids
who combined in a band for
the sole purpose of playing
songwriter Dave Pino's songs.
At 18, Pino was working the
picturesque high school job
as an attendant at a car wash
in Waltham Mass. This was
1996, and a crushing dump
by his girlfriend left him
heartbroken with his pen,
some paper and a guitar. The
result was 80 songs written
for a single girl. She didn't
call back.
This album is a collection
of 11 songs pulled from
those 80 tunes from that
year. The lyrics say it well
themselves in a slurppie fla
vored subject matter that cov
ers anything from BMX bik
ing, to eating junk food, to
getting high, to getting
dumped.
The name Damone is
named after a character from
the movie Fast Times at
Ridgemont High. The attitude
of the album fits that alterna
tive kid profile at every angle.
Pino gathered some band
mates to record his songs. It
was bassist Varquez and
drummer Dustin Hengst, both
decently experienced musi-

Damone
cians considering their ages,
who took the invitation. Luck
ily, they were able to recruite
lead singer Noelle, an
acquaintance of the members,
to sing Pino's words.
A couple of gender roles
were swapped in the lyrics,
and Damone was off the
ground. They quickly became
popular in the region and cut

a record deal with RCA
Records to put out their first
commercial release, From the
Attic.
At the first instance of the
CD, it is immediately evident
that this band has been lis
tening to Weezer far too
much when they slip out of
Geometry class to take a
smoke break in the bathroom.

It's poppy, and it's energetic,
and it's the first track, "Frus
trated Unnoticed" that sets
the listener up for everything
that is about to come.
It's basically the same
generic necktie-with-T-shirt
skater punk with which Miss
Avril has been torturing the
pop charts and radio stations.
It's nothing that hasn't
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already been heard. Instead, •
it's somewhere between Josie
and the Pussycats and Weezer; someplace where kick flips
and emo glasses unite.
The energy is there. Pino's
songs are quickly paced and
driven solidly through a
repertoire of charismatic
power chords and simple
punk drumming. Without a
doubt, the highlight of
Damone is Noelle. Not yet a
senior in high school, this 17 year-old singer/guitarist has
some impressive vocal ability.
Vocally, she is strong and
forceful with an angelic voice
comparable to mature
singer/songwriters Liz Phair
and Amy Mann.
The songs are trite matters
of high school love. Lyrically,
it sounds like an ideal
teenage movie where the
biker kid gets dumped and
hangs out with the biker kids
with whom he will inevitably
break into the car wash and •
"OD on junk food."
While the upbeat power
pop of Damone is danceable,
and the surprising talent of
Noelle's singing is outstand
ing, this record is not good
enough to the top. Certain lis
teners will be impressed, but
the shallow high school flavor
will not make any important
impressions. Let's just hope
their next album is pulled
from the same immature
bunch of Pino's 80 dead love
songs.
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Dr. Satan is coming, kiddies
Jon Burns
Staff Writer

#

Directed by the lord of
the living dead himself, Rob
Zombie, 1000 Corpses paints
the grisly picture of two cou
ples, entranced by the trailerpark magnetism of American
roadside attractions in the
late l 970's, and the horrific
story behind their search for
southern spook-story inspira
tion, Dr. Satan.
Low on gas, and stimula
tion, the troop stumbles
upon Captain Spaulding's
Museum of Murder and Mad
men. Spaulding is not nor
mal, as his sporty, banana
yellow teeth and runny,
sweat-smeared clown make
up resemble a bearded John
Wayne Gacy. His visage is
humbled only by the hot dog
on his shirt, and the ho~esty
in his voice.

Taunted by Spaulding's
assurance of entertainment
by blood, the gang embarks
on his short, but corny muse
um ride through the strobe
lit hallways of his stale, old
filling station. What these
young pioneers get is a taste
for the real mystery of the
town: the notorious Dr.
Satan, and the story that
entails his execution far back
in the woods.
Following Spaulding's
hand-drawn map, our young
adventurers' journey takes an
involuntary detour, straight
into the backwoods driveway
of Mother Firefly, a nympho
maniac and enticer of young
men. Her teeth are the color
of dirt.
What entails at this wood
ed mansion is a story remi
niscent of Chevy Chase and
Demi Moore's exploits
through Valkenvania, in the

Nobody used to care
what I had to say!
Now, I post my opinion at
www.theguardianonline.com

1991 film Nothing But Trou
ble, in which the travelers are
taken to a similar mansion
and introduced to the land's
ultimate rectification for traf
fic violation: Mr. Bone Strip
per.
Somewhere within the
depths of a low-budget hor
ror flick, a Nine Inch Nails
video and Natural Born
Killers, creeps this marvel of
cinematic chaos, churning
out characters of a whimsi
cally murderous fac;:ade, a
superior soundtrack, and
enough gore to make you
lose your popcorn.
For fans of Rob Zombie's
music, see this movie. For
lovers of low-budget, B-grade
horror flicks, where gallons
of blood flow like rivers and
zombies crawl from the
ground, see this movie. For
those that chase stories of
disgust, terror and shock, see
this movie. It will not disap
point. For more information
on The House of 1000
Corpses, log onto www.the
houseoflOOOcorpses.com.

LOOKING FOR A
SUMMER JOB?
WE NEED PEOPLE TO
PAINT AND CLEAN
STUDENT HOUSING

WE'LL GIVE YOU...
· FREE HOUSING IN TIIE
WOODS
· FULL-TIMEEMPLOY
MENT, ABOVE MINIMUM

WAGE
· COMPLETION BONUS AT
END OF SUMMER
· EARN UP TO $3,000.00!!!!
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Applications may be
picked up at any of the
Community Offices:
College Park, Village,
Woods, Hamilton Hall,
or the Office of Resi
dence Services (FLCC).
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T.

Prospective employees
must attend an
Informational Meeting
either Tuesday, April 22nd, at 7 p.m.
or Wednesday,
April 23rd, at 7 p.m.
in the Second Floor
Lounge of Hawthorn
Hall. For further infor
mation, contact Jim,
Chuck or Jennifer at
775-4141/3081.
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Sex sells; or at least that's what they're hoping for
Justin Ling

Ryan Martinie.
Staff Writer

Nashville horndogs Hot
Action Cop released their
debut self-titled album on
March 4th this year in an
extraordinarily successful
effort to put the cap on the
definition of "trashy."
The sexually drenched
four-piece is masterminded
by frontman Rob Werthner as
both the songwriter and lyri
cist. The rest of the band is
made up of guitarist Tim Fla
herty, bassist Luis Espaillat
and drummer Kory Knipp.
While Werthner prefers
southern hip-hop and Slayer,
Flaherty imitates the guitar
sounds of his idols AC/DC.
Adding to the flavor, Knipp's
claim to fame says he was
the drummer of a former
band with Mudvayne bassist

Hot Action Cop, from the

moment the cover is visible,
is plainly ·a sex field day
objectified. Centered on the
cover, there is the derriere of
what can be presumed as a
police lady. Short navy blue
shorts fail to cover much
skin, and that chrome hand
cuffs hanging from the shiny
leather belt seem to insinuate
more than serving and pro
tecting. The disc's content
blatantly affirms the sexist
nature of the cover photo.
The album starts off with
"Doom Boom" sounding like
a mix tape with its heavy
metal guitar introduction and
the nonexistent transitions to
rap metal and Reggie genres.
The group fails to blend the
different sounds, and instead
leaves the songs choppy and
segregated throughout the

entire album.
The next three songs,
"Goin' Down On It," "Don't
Want Her To Stay" and "Fever
For the Flava," explore sex in
a way that puts in jeopardy
the respect of females as real
thinking beings. "Goin' Down
On It" explores drugs and
mentions "licking the stamp"
not just once or twice but
three times. "Don't Want Her
To Stay" tackles issues press
ing the youth of America like
having a sex partner who is a
"hoochie mamma" and wants
to stay when he's 'just
"dreaming about Britney
Spears."
"Fever For The Flavor"
hits the high note as the
groups first single from the
album. "She got the power of
the hoochie, I got the kver
for the flava of the coochie,"
holds Werthner in the first

verse of this fourth track.
The rap metal verses are fol
lowed by the wonderfully
melodious chorus, which
asks the question weighing
on his filthy mind, "What do I
have to say to get inside,
girl?"

The disc continues on
with a fanfare of slang that
would fill a Microsoft word
document with squiggly red
lines and fill any listener's
ears with immature and
impossibly sexist lyrics. The
thought processing of Werth
ner' s songwriting rises no
further than his enormous
belt buckle, and any appre
ciative listener's decoding
process ends when the com
pressions of air hit the ear.
Hot Action Cop has their

nderstanding business
prmciples is not enough to
succeed in today's complex
global marketplace. CEOs say they're
looking for much more- employees with a
global perspective, who demonstrate
analytical thinking, computer proficiency,
ethical decision-making and teamwork.

U

Through top quality corporate,
alumni and student advisory
boards, and other stakeholders,
we continually fine -tune our
underguaduate and graduate
programs to meet the changing
needs of business. Wright State
continues to lead the way. In fact,
'our underguaduate business programs
' and MBA program were first in

the Miami Valley to be accredited by
AACSB International, the highest accrediting
body for business colleges in the U.S.
And our Master of Accountancy program is
the only one in the region accredited by
AACSB.

beat working for them. Often
downplayed by gaudy guitar
and choppy rap metal, the
drumming stands out as ·the
high point of the Nashville
project. Playing off obvious
hiliuepnces from dthe RedhiHot _.
· · eppers an 311, t ·s
album leaves it's artistic
integrity behind steel bars
with songs like "Club Slut"
and "Fever For The Flava."
Don't expect a trashier
album to be released this
year, and have even less
exceptions for Werthner to
end up in a substantially
respectful relationship any
time soon. Hot Action Cop
will not be making any head
lines with this debut.
inflc.
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Sports
Ten nis tea0 1s finis h thir d at HL

Justin Ross

Staff Writer

•

Both the men's and
women's tennis teams fin
ished third place in the Hori
zon League Tournament this
past weekend in Indianapolis.
Both teams coincidently fell
in the semi-finals only to
rebound for victory the fol
lowing day in the consolation
round.
On the men's side, the
Raiders (11-16) came in as
the fourth seed of the tour
nament. The Raiders soundly
defeated the Cleveland State
Vikings 4-0 to advance, but
was then beaten in the semi
finals by Butler, 4-0.

The next day the Raiders
finished up their season in
the consolation bracket
against third seeded Universi
ty of Illinois-Chicago. It was
an evenly fought match, but
ultimately the green and gold
came out ahead 4-3.
"I think since we came in
as a four seed and we took
third, we made some
progress," s.aid sophomore
Kevin Teufel.
"We were still disappoint
ed by not winning. It was
good though to win the last
match of a tough season,"
Teufel added.
UIC and WSU split the six
singles matches, but it was

the Raiders taking two of the
three doubles matches that
put them over the hill.
Singles wins came from
junior Quincy Jones, who
defeated Yevgen Ryeznik 7:-6
(3), 4-6 and 6-2 in a critical
match-up at the number two
seed. Sophomore Scott Hay
den and freshman Bryan
Gavin rounded out the fifth
and sixth spot, soundly
defeating Amol Desai and Pat
Zufan.
The critical win in the dou
bles came from Teufel and
Hayden, the duo who man
aged a 9-8 win over Zufan
and John Cincola. Brian Butt
and Federico Mas founa. an 8-

6 win over Yevgen Ryeznik
and Ken Howry, 8-6.
For the women, WSU (9-17)
started off right with a 4-2
win over Youngstown State,
4-2. They came to a road
stop, like the men, when they
were beaten by #2 Butler 4-2
in the semi-finals. The
Raiders moved to the conso
lation round where they
squared off with #4 Wiscon
sin-Green Bay.
Junior Kyana Jackson had
an outstanding tournament,
going 3-0 in singles action to
lead the Raiders. One of
those wins was 6-1, 6-3 victo
ry over Amber Murdoch en
route to the third place fin-

ish. Jackson also had an out
standing weekend with junior
Maggie Jacobs as her partner,
where they defeated Kelly
Gruszynski and Murdoch
soundly, 8-1 in the finals.
Two Raiders on each the
men's and women's team
were recognized for their
outstanding play this season.
junior Kara Dunbar was
named to the First-Team All
Horizon and junior Marie
Craig was chosen for the sec
ond team.
Quincy Jones and fresh
man Brian Butt were both
named to the second team,
respectively.

WSU Raid ers win serie s over Titan s
A successful series
with the Raiders
taking three of the
four games
•

•

Trent Montgomery
----~-s=-t:-a--:tt=w,.........r=1t_e_r
The Wright State baseball
team played tough over the
past week. After dropping a
game to Dayton early in the
week the Raiders rallied to
win three of the four games
played against league oppo
nent Detroit.
After having their Tuesday
match up with Bowling Green
canceled the team headed into
Thursday's with a game
against cross town rivals,
Dayton, in what proved to be
a close game. The Raiders
jumped on the board first
with three runs coming in the
third. Sophomore Bryan Vick
ers hit a sharp double to drive
in the first two runs and was
then sent home himself when
sophomore Pat Masters drove
him in with a hit of his own.
Masters and Vickers would
also hit solo homers in the
later innings. Unfortunately
for the Raiders the Flyers lit
up the board in the fifth with
a six run inning. The big
inning proved to be all they
needed as the Flyers would go
on to win the game 9-6.
Junior J.P. Jung got the start
for the Raiders and pitched
through the fourth giving up
only one run. Junior Aaron
Braden got the loss however
falling victim to Dayton's big
fifth inning. The loss dropped

the Raiders even further
below .500 with a now combined record of 12-26 on the
year.
Despite the tough loss on
Thursday the Raiders
bounced back for their four
game series with Detroit and
they did it in a big way. In
Friday's contest the Raiders
used superb pitching and
some late game heroics to get
the win. Senior Casey Abrams
got the start for the Raiders
and made his mark on the
Titans in a big way.
The junior mowed down 16
batters in the game setting a
new single season strikeout
record for the Raiders, which
had existed since 1995.
Abrams only gave up two
runs in the game, but slow
Raider bats had the team
down 2-0 with three innings
remaining. The Raiders ral
lied though in the final three
to score four unanswered runs
and win the game 4-2. Senior
Chris Tuttle and Vickers both
had two hits in the contest to
lead the way from the plate.
The league win moved the
Raiders to 5-8 in conference
play.
The next day the Raiders
got much of the same fine
play they had from the night
before. In the first game of
the Saturday double header
the Raiders rallied late to
win. Trailing 2-1 in the ninth,
Vickers lead off with a single
which was followed by anoth
er single from junior Matt
Barhorst.
With two runners on Trent
Matthews collected a pinch
hit single to drive home a run

I

WSU catcher retieves the ball from the stick against the Detriot Titans
tying the game at two. Then
freshman Adam Morton drove
a shot through the right side
to score the winning run.
Braden pitched the complete
game for the Raiders and got
the win allowing two runs,
eight hits and striking out
three.
In game two the Raiders
would not need any late game
heroics as the team managed
a six run first inning to jump
out early. The game was
started when Tuttle drew a
walk and then senior Kofi
Gyimah and Vickers hit back
to back homers to make the

score 3-0. Freshman Chris
Snyder got the victory as he
allowed four hits and one run
in the 8-1 victory. The sweep
of the double header brought
the Raiders to one game
below .500 as they reached a
7-8 record in the conference.
Going into the fourth game
of the series the Raiders were
looking to grab the series
sweep and in doing so get to
.500 in the league, but it was
n't meant to be. The Titans
jumped out to the early lead
by scoring two runs in the
second.
In the top of the sixth the
l
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· Raiders would tie the score at
two only to have it broken
when Detroibscored once in
the bottom of the inning. Not
giving up however the
Raiders battled back in the
eighth to tie the game back
up at three but just as they
did in the sixth the Titans
answered right back with
three of their own giving
them a 6-3 -lead.
So heading into the ninth
the Raiders had their backs to
the walls, but managed to fall
just short scoring two runs at
their final at bats ending the
game at 6-5.
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Sports Schedule
· for April 30th-May 6th

.

---------------------

Biancardi already making an
impact ii) the recruiting scene

Baseball: 30 Wednesday DAYTON 6:30
2 Friday at Youngstown State 6:00
3 Saturday at Youngstown State
(DH) Noon
4 Sunday at Youngstown State Noon
6 Tuesday MIAMI 6:30

~

c:
~
tb

i

~

Softball:
30 Wednesday MOREHEAD STATE
(DH) 3:00
3 Saturday at ·uw-Green Bay (DH)
2:00
4 Sunday at UW-Green Bay 2:00
6 Tuesday DAYTON (DH) 3:00
Track:
3 Saturday Bearcat Classic
Cincinnati, OH

Paul Biancardi
Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer
When Vova Severovas
heard that Ed Schilling was
no longer going to be the
head coach at Wright State he
had his doubts as to whether
or not he would still be a
Raider next season.
Severovas, a high school
Senior from Michigan, is
regarded as one of the best
small forwards in his state
and had signed a letter of
intent to continue his career
at Wright State, that was until
he found out Coach Ed

Schilling had been fired.
Despite the problems
things were put to rest this
week when Severovas
announced that he will still
be coming to play for the
Raiders next season, except
now it will be under the
Raiders new coach, Paul Bian
cardi.
Schilling had been one of
the main reasons Severovas
was coming to Wright State.
The two had created a very
good relationship and the
Lithuanian born senior liked
what he saw in the coach. So
obviously when Schilling lost
the position Severovas was
torn on what his next move
should be.
He had already signed his
letter of intent so if he
wished to get out of the con
tract and Wright State grant
ed his wishes then he would
have to sit out at least one
season of play at the next
school he chose. Worst yet if
Wright State had not granted
his wishes he would have had
to sit out two seasons of

play.
Biancardi knowing what
kind of impact Severovas
could have wasted no time in
getting in touch with the
Raiders top recruit. Meeting
with him in person and talk- ..
ing with him by phone the i
two have been in close contact throughout the past
month and it is clear Biancardi made a big impression.
Severovas said he was most
impressed by how much
Biancardi had been around
the game and that in talking
to the coach and people that
knew him he was going to be
entering into a good situation.
Severovas was not the only
one who was impressed
though; Biancardi had noth
ing but good things to say
about the recruit, "He'll be a
good player for us. He is
everything we want in a
recruit. He is a very good
player, he is a wonderful
young man and an excellent
student."

Vote for your next Student
Government and get a free
parking amnesty passl
Vote on ROX 7:00am-12:00am
during these dates:

s
p

·Tuesday, April 29, 2003
·Wednesday, April 30, 2003
· Thursday, May 1, 2003

http://rox. wright. edu

Contact Info
Lindsay Schoen, Director of Public Relations
775-5508 or schoen.6@wright.edu
Chris Copits, Chief Justice
775-5508 or copits.2@wright.edu
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Seniors co01e up big in senior ga01e
Lady Raiders are hoping to carry current
n1on1entun1 against Morehead State
Matt Koehler
Sports Editor
The Wright State softball
&am had a very up and
~own week. One thing that
stayed constant was plenty
of close games. In the two
losses they had all week the
team only lost by a total of
five runs and in the two
games they won by a total of
six. One thing was for sure
when Sunday rolled around
the team was ready to play,
especially the seniors, with
that being senior day.
The team started its week
out with a game against
cross town rival Dayton. Day
ton jumped out to an early
3-0 lead in the first and did
n't allow a single Raider run
in the game. The Raiders
threatened twice with run-

ners at second and third in
the sixth and then with the
bases loaded and one out in
the seventh, but came away
run less both times due to
great flyer defense. The
absence of offense dropped
the Raiders to 9-30 on the
season.
The team looked to turn
things around though with a
three game series against
UIC. The two contests on Sat
urday would prove to be a
duel between the pitchers as
the two teams would only
score three runs in two
games. In the first game the
Flames threatened in both
the first and the second, but
came up without runs due to
excellent pitching thanks to
senior Kristen Bultinck.
Heading into the sixth the
Raiders had only managed

two hits but their luck would
change and after a slue of
hits senior Amy Price man
aged to loop a shot into the
outfield to score the games
only run. Bultinck got the
win for the Raiders and also
eclipsed 500 career strike
outs as she fanned eight to
but her at 504 in her career
as a Raider.
UIC came back firing
though and got their first
run of the day with a run in
the second and then struck
again in the sixth with anoth
er run. The Raiders on the
other hand only managed
three hits in the contest and
managed no runs despite
threatening a few times. The
Saturday split moved the
Raiders to 5-11 in the league.
Following the two tough
games on Saturday the

Quincy Jones
Year/Sport:

Junior/Tennis
Hometown/High School:

Akron/Firestone

Stephanie Salas (#16) quickly gets down to make a fast
catch and make the out on first base.
Raiders came out ready to
struck out the next three bat
play in the Sunday finale. The ters to end the threat. Those
game was senior day for the
three strikeouts were just
Raiders and it was the sen
part of her eleven straight
iors who stepped it up.
which spanned from the sec
Senior Laura Workman got to ond to the fifth. Bultinck
work early with a first inning pitched a flawless four hitter
homerun to bring the Raiders recording twelve strikeouts
to an early 3-0 lead. Earlier in and one walk. Wright State
the inning fellow senior Bult
then ended the scoring for
inck had done her part when
the game with two runs in
she retired the side. UIC
the sixth, moving the final
would comeback to make a
score to 5-0. The win was a
series threat in the fourth
big one for the seniors and
though when they loaded the for the team as they moved
bases with no outs but again
to 11-31 and 6-11 in league
it was Bultinck who provided
play.
excellent pitching when she
advcrtiscm1.:nl

Attention Graduating Students
Favorite movie:
The Usual Suspects

Birthday: 1-16~81
Major/Minor:
English
Nickname: Q
Why you chose
WSU: Scholarship
Favorite player in
your sport:
James Blake
Favorite athlete:
Allen Iverson
Favorite actor:
Vin Diesel
Favorite actress:
Jessica Alba

Favorite 1V show:
The Chapelle Show
Favorite musician:
Tha Diciplez
Favorite song:
Watchin' Waitin' 4
Favorite food:
Chinese
Favorite drink:
Smoothie
Favorite ice cream
flavor: Mint
Chocolate Chip
Best book you've
read: The Bible
Hobbies: Ev~rything

Most memorable
moment in your
sport:
Winning the MCC
Championship
Most embarrassing
moment in your
sport:
A very bad loss
Part of your game
that needs improvement: Focus
Best part of your
game: Shot making
ability
Lifetime
Goals/dreams:
Change the game
Where do you see
yourself in ten
years: Successful

Did you know that you can reduce
the interest rate on your student
Joans and save thousands of
dollars by consolidating your
student Joans after graduation?

The
Higher
Education
Act,
estahlished by Congress, allows any
graduate (or parent with PLUS loans)
to consolidate their srudent loans by
combining all their eligible student
loans into a single loan issued by a
new le.nder. Graduates who do this
immediately aflcr graduation (while
they a.re still in their non-repayment
period) are able to reduce the jnterest
rate on all their eligible loans by
0.60% - polcnlialJy saving themselves
thousands of dollars.
There are several other hcncfiLo;;
associated
with
Student
Loan
Consolidation and these include:
• The ability to reduce your monthly
interest repayments hy up lo 54-% by
extending your repayment period.
This may help you in matching your
income level to your repayment
obligations.
• Fixing the interest rate on your
loans lo lake advantage o[ the
historically low interest rates that are
currently available for the life of your
loans. Your existing loans arc variable
and could rise over time as interest
rates rise. Consolidation can ensure
that this doesn't happen.
• Dealing with only one monthly
loan repayment from one lender can
make your tifc easier.
• Save
even
more
on
your
repayments by taking advantage of
'borrower benefits' that can reduce
your interest rate by up lo an
adclitiouaJ 1.25% by making electronic
and on-time repayments.

Does it Matter- When You Choose to
Consolidate'?'
Yes. If you are about to graduate
(or have recently graduale<l) timing is
critical to maximi,r.ing lhc amount Lhat
you can save with consolidation. lf
you wait too long to apply for
consolidation, you might miss out on
the opportunity to reduce the interest
rate on all your loans by 0 .60%.
What Dot.-s it Co!»'t to Consolidate?
There are no fees or credit checks,
nor is there any penalty for early
repayment of your consolidation Joan.
Note however. that you can only
consolidate once and consolidation can
affect
certain
deferment
and
cancellation benefits associated with
loans.
Are you about to Graduate?
Act now· by registering with the
Student Loan Consolidation Prognun
(SLCP). Tt is free and imolves no
obligation . SLCP wiH simply provide
you with information on what
consolidation is all ahout and contact
you after graduation to remind you of
the opportunity to reduce your interest
rate by consolidating early.
For more infom1ation , call a loan
coun~clor at 1-866-31 1-8076 or click on
our ad at www .thcguardianonlinc .com to
see iryou quality for these savings.

While visiting the paper online, he
sure and sign up for the email edition.
Tt's the hcsl way lo stay infonncd
beyond graduation, and it's free.

.. .
~

STUDENT LOAN CONSOLIDATION PR06RAM
www.slcp.com
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DP&L -Jorn our Meter
Reading Team. DP&L has
part time opportunities
for meter readers in all of
our Dayton Service Opera
tions. In this position
you will earn: A competi
tive wage, Incentive.
bonuses, Flexible schedul
ing, Uniforms at no cost,
Mileage reimbursement.
For more information,
please call 1-800-7774427.
Babysitter needed for 7
year old in my house in
Dayton. Non-smoker
please. Hours vary each
week. References needed.
Please call 277-5325.

CAMP TAKAJO for boys,
Naples, Maine.
Picteresque lakefront loca
tion, exceptional facilities.
Mid-June thru mid
August. Over 100 coun
selor positions in tennis
'
baseball, basketball,
lacrosse, golf, flag foot
ball, roller hockey, swim
ming, sailing, water ski
ing, archery, ceramics, art,
camp newspaper, music,
photography, videogra
phy, radio/electronics,
nature study, weight
training, woodworking,
theater, rock climbing,
ropes course, secretarial,
nanny. Salary,
room/board, travel includ
ed. Call 1-800-2 50-8252
or submit application on
line at www.takajo.com.

Telemarketing Position.
For local Beavercreek State
Farm Agent. Hours:
5:30pm to 8:30pm, Mon
day thru Friday. Some Sat
urdays- Hours 11:00am to
3:00pm. $9.00/hr. Call
Chris Woods at 429-0013
for an appointment.
Students needed for occa
sional, part-time comput
er-based research projects
(especially this summer).
No experience necessary;
flexible scheduling. 18-3 5
years old and U.S. citizen.
Must have 20/20 vision
(glasses/contacts OK); nor
mal hearing. Close to
WSU. Pay is $10/hr. For
more information, call
Judy at 255-3432.
$14.15 base-appt. guaran
teed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around class
es/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, con
ditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemar
keting, no door-to-door
sales. No experience neces
sary, we train. Must have
positive attitude and .good
people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
937-436-3580
Athletic/Energetic
Company looking for posi
tive and motivated individ
uals. Great opportunity
and pay. PT/FT. For more
information call James
(93 7)369-732 7 or Travis
(93 7)302 -6240

Your First Job - Former VP
of Sales in Centerville
writes Resumes. A resume
is an advertisement. This
is a side interest, so cost is
low. Advice is real world.
To learn more, call 4285098 or email,
mbndkr@aol.com

Work on the BEACH in
Ocean City, MD or Wild
wood, NJ at "THE
WORLD'.S GREATEST SUM
MER JOB".Earn up to
$10,000.00 for the season!
Stay in shape and get a
tan! Telescope
Pictures/Shoretown Studio
NEEDS energetic, competi
tive, fun, highly motivated,
athletic, outgoing, team
oriented people. No experi
ence necessary!!! Housing
Available. For more infor
mation visit our website
and APPLY ON-LINE
www.beachtownstudio.com
for Ocean City, MD
www.shoretownstudio.com
for Wildwood, NJ or call
1.800.652.8501. E.O.E

Bartender Trainees
Needed. $250 a day
potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 298

Cimarron Woods- 2-bed
room unit available
August 1. No application
fee, clothes washer and
dryer furnished. Office
location 1396 Cimarron
Circle. Competitive rates.
Serious applicants only.

Roommate Special! 2BR/2
Bath with paid utilities
only $685/mo! Exciting
downtown living, on-site
parking, exercise facility,
swimming pool, 24-hour
laundry, short-term leases
and more. We're more
than just a view! EHO.
Managed by Gold Key
Realty Company. Oregon
Place Apartments 2249776

WANTED: Customers for
Great Coffee, Ice Coffees
Smoothies, Chai Tea &
Deserts. Excellent Bene
fits; Good Prices, warm
Atmosphere. Apply at the
GYPSY CAMP COFFEE
HOUSE Honors Hall Retail
Center Rm. S-210 above
the C-Store, www.gypsy
camp.com for details. M-F
lOam- 10pm, Sun l 2pm10pm · 775-3170

Unlimited long distance
within the USA and local 411"
calling with up to 10 call
ing features from your
home phone for $49.95 a
month. 937-298-3985.
Abortions thru 24
weeks. Free pregnancv
test. 1401 Stroop Rd. 2933917. www.womensmed
center.com.

Hey Girls! Need those
roots thouched up? We
love to do color and high
lights at UDesigns. 1139
Brown Street, Dayton. Call
for an appointment. 2284380
HUMAN CLUB: You have
been a member since you
took your first breath.
How you participate is
what will give life mean- ~
ing. www.humanclub.org
STUDENTS Short on cash?
Save on haircuts with stu
dent I.D. at UDesigns.
113 9 Brown Street, Dayton
Call us for details and
appointment. 228-4380
Student Assistance Pro
gram. Durham Corpora
tion wants to assist col
lege students with
expenses associated with
college from a $2,000
monthly commission, and
also a free medical pro
gram that includes den
tal, vision, and prescrip
tions. For details, send a
L.S.A.S.E. to: Durham
Corp., 8912 E. Piccacle
Peak Rd. PMB #138
Scottsdale, AZ 8 5 2 5 5

College tuncira,s,ng made Simple, Safe and Free.

Multiple fundra,s1ng opions available . No
carwashes . No raffles. Just success!
Fundra1sing dates are filling quickly. Get with
the programs that work!

888-923-3238 • www campusfundra,ser com
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Get i Mal;ved and ma ea d'£fene ce!
Student Government is now accepting applications for the follovring Executive Cabinet Positions:

Reasons Why W$U PHARMACv-rs·the ONl:v-Pharmacy You'll-Ever Need: • We stock many of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
•We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safey, braces and supports, cervical
support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy,wound
management, and other areas as well.
•We give a 1O percent discount to WSU students.
•We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
•The average wait for your perscription is under 1O minutes and often
5 minutes.
•We now accept the Wright One Card - with Flex dollars.
•We accept virtually any health plan from anywhere in the United States

Also located in Fred White:

•

INTERNAL MEDICINE/ PEDIATRICS: X4580
(SECOND FLOOR)
MOST MAJOR HE LTH of ~SURAr ~CES ARE ACCEPTED.

Student Health: x2552
(1st Floor Fred White)
Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner
Rose Fagan, Nurse Practitioner
Call us at Et 3414 to discuss transforming existing pre
scriptions or what information we will neea to file an
electronic claim with your insurance.

www .wright.edu/adm in/fredwhite/pha rmacy/
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•
Rain Date- 3:00p.m. Medical Sciences Auditorium

